
 

F 
ear ‐ [feer] : a distressing emo on aroused by impending danger,  

evil, pain, etc., whether the threat is real or imagined;  

the feeling or condi on of being afraid. 

 

What causes us to be afraid or anxious can include both internal and external threats: failure, 

change, abandonment, rejec on, in macy, illness and death, commitment, crowds,  

flying, public speaking, snakes/spiders, darkness, germs, terrorism, unemployment, 

paren ng, and re rement. 

 

How would you describe your rela onship with fear?  What makes you fearful?  How do 

you know that you are afraid?  How does being fearful affect you, your rela onships 

and your ability to live freely? 

What are your strategies to deal with your fears?  What has worked and what hasn’t? 

Where do you encounter fear in your role as a soul tender? 

Which of the quotes on the back page resonates most for you?  Is there an invita on to live 

more deeply into that truth for you? 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT IS YOUR  

RELATIONSHIP WITH 



Perspec ves about FEAR:  

We fear things in propor on to our ignorance of them. ~ Livy, 59 BCE 

To own is to fear. ~ Spanish Proverb  

There is no hope without fear, and no fear without hope. ~ Baruch de Spinoza, 1632 

Fear is the founda on of most governments. ~ John Adams, 1776 

In poli cs, what begins in fear usually ends in folly. ~ Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1830 

Perhaps everything that frightens us is, in its deepest essence, something helpless that wants our love.  

~ Rainer Maria Rilke, 1875 

Curiosity will conquer fear even more than bravery will. ~ James Stephens, 1880 

It is not that you must be free from fear. The moment you try to free yourself from fear, you create a re-

sistance against fear. Resistance, in any form, does not end fear. What is needed, rather than running away 

or controlling or suppressing or any other resistance, is understanding fear; that means, watch it, learn about 

it, come directly into contact with it. We are to learn about fear, not how to escape from it, not how to resist 

it through courage and so on. ~ Jiddu Krishnamur , 1895 

One is never afraid of the unknown; one is afraid of the known coming to an end. ~ Jiddu Krishnamur  

Fear is sta c that prevents me from hearing my intui on. ~ Hugh Prather, 1938 

Neither a man nor a crowd nor a na on can be trusted to act humanely or to think sanely under the influence 

of a great fear. ~ Bertrand Russell, 1943 

Where love is absent, fear sets in. Fear is to love as darkness is to light. It’s a terrible absence of what we need 

in order to survive. ~ Marianne Williamson, 1952 

Courage waits; fear goes searching.  ~ Jose Bergamin, 1961 

Fear is a ques on: What are you afraid of, and why? Just as the seed of health is in illness, because illness  

contains informa on, our fears are a treasure house of self-knowledge if we explore them. ~ Ferguson 

Fear creates consciousness - not natural fear but morbid fear. Otherwise 

animals would have achieved a level of consciousness higher than ours.  

~ E.M. Cioran, 1973 

Fear is that li le darkroom where nega ves are developed.  

~ Michael Pritchard 

Fear: False Evidence Appearing Real. ~ Unknown 


